
High-speed, adjustable blade for all-around styling/Powerful magnetic 

motor generates over 7,200 cutting strokes per minute/Balanced, 

ergonomic design feels smaller and lighter in your hand/Easily cuts wet 

or dry hair- thick or thin/Whisper-quiet, smooth running motor stays 

cool/Single lever adjusts clipper blade from fine to coarse (#000 to #1) 

Accessories

#4006 Replacement Blade $18.99

$39.99

Andis Envy Clipper

Manufacturer Andis

Product Number 5328

It's the Envy clipper with a sleek Chrome Finish!/Includes: cape, combs, 

blade guard, barber comb, hard case, oil and 9 attachment comb sizes 

1/16", 1/8", 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 7/8", 1"

$49.99

Andis Beauty Master +

Manufacturer Andis

Product Number 5776

Unbreakable, lightweight aluminum housing for years of dependable 

service/Powerful magnetic motor generates 14,000 cutting strokes per 

minute/Precision built to run quiet and cool/Single lever adjusts clipper 

blades from fine to coarse {size #000 (1/100th") to size #1(1/8")}length 

cutting depths, special upper blade features fast feed action/Designed 

for heavy-duty hair cutting

Accessories

#4464-#19, 000 to 1- $17.99
#2126-#22, 000-1- $17.99
#4409 Phat $29.99
#4129 Fade $17.99
#4046-#28, 1/25 inch-0.2 
mm$21.99- $17.99

$89.99

Andis Master Clipper

Manufacturer Andis

Product Number 4135

Perfect for all-around styling and barbering/The PhatMaster is designed 

to cut longer hair lengths up to a #2 blade/Phat blade cuts higher up on 

the head and is perfect for blending/Powerful magnetic motor generates 

14,000 cutting strokes per minute/Exclusive, non-slip better-grip, 

textured finish/Provides smoother blending without jumps or steps that 

often occur when using attachment combs/Single lever adjusts clipper 

blades from #1A to #2/Removes the need for multiple blades

Accessories

#4409 Replacement Blade $29.99

$108.99

Andis Phat Master

Manufacturer Andis

Product Number 4788

Powerful, rotary motor clipper with detachable blades for easy changing, 

cleaning and styling versatility/Quiet, smooth-running motor stays 

cool/Lighter than comparable detachable blade clippers/Specially 

designed hair guard protects against hair build-up/Swivel cord helps 

improve mobility and reduce cord strain for longer life/Works with all 

Andis UltraEdge® and CeramicEdge™ blades (sold separately)/Also 

compatible with Oster® 76 blades

$134.99

Andis Excel Ultra

Manufacturer Andis

Product Number 7053

Powerful, heavy-duty, 2-speed, detachable blade clipper/2-speeds 

(2,800/3,300 SPM) for styling versatility/Powerful rotary motor cuts wet 

or dry hair/Includes 2 UltraEdge blades- Size #1 blade and #000 

blade/Detachable blades for easy changing and cleaning - fits all 

UltraEdge, CeramicEdge and Oster 76 blades/Anti-slip, soft grip housing 

fits firmly in your hand *Ergonomic shape is lighter and easier to hold

Accessories

#4006 Replacement Blade $16.99

$159.99

Andis MVP

Manufacturer Andis

Product Number 6300
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Sleek, adjustable-blade clipper works through cut after cut with a 

powerful Whisper Quiet™ pivot motor/Adjustable blade lever to change 

settings easily/Steel blade adjusts between size 000 and 1/Ultra-durable 

and built for long-lasting performance/Includes three comb guide 

attachments, blade guard and cleaning accessories./8 ft power cord

Accessories

#2190 Replacement Blade $18.99

$59.99

Fast Feed® Quiet Clipper

Manufacturer Oster

Product Number 3750

Sleek, adjustable-blade clipper works through cut after cut with a 

powerful Whisper Quiet™ pivot motor/Adjustable blade lever to change 

settings easily/Steel blade adjusts between size 000 and 1/Ultra-durable 

and built for long-lasting performance/Includes three comb guide 

attachments, blade guard and cleaning accessories./8 ft power cord

Accessories

#5233 Replacement Blade $19.99

$72.99

Topaz® Quiet Clipper

Manufacturer Oster

Product Number 5176

Chiseled-body, super-charged clipper is designed with a durable, single-

speed universal motor to cut through hair smoothly/Built to last using 

break-resistant housing/Includes Turbo 111® detachable blades sizes 

000 and 1 as well as blade guard and cleaning accessories/Other Turbo 

111® detachable blades sold separately/Powerful, single speed universal 

motor for heavy-duty use/9 ft power cord

$110.99

Turbo 111® Clipper

Manufacturer Oster

Product Number 6547

Single speed clipper is designed to cut through all hair types, all day 

long/Designed with ultra-durable, break-resistant housing/Includes two 

detachable blades in sizes 000 and 1, blade guard and cleaning 

accessories./Powerful, single speed universal motor for heavy-duty use/9 

ft power cord

$129.99

Classic 76® Clipper

Manufacturer Oster

Product Number 2497

Sleek, compact and loaded with power/Designed to last with durable, 

break-resistant housing/Heavy-duty, universal motor stands up to all-day 

use and cuts any hair type using Classic 76® detachable blades/Includes 

blade guard and cleaning accessories/Extra long, 10 ft power cord

$129.99

Model 10™ Clipper

Manufacturer Oster

Product Number 5988

2-speed motor offers better cutting power for all types of hair/Designed 

with ultra-durable, break-resistant housing/Includes two detachable 

blades in sizes 000 and 1, blade guard and cleaning accessories/12 ft 

power cord

$175.99

Titan® Clipper

Manufacturer Oster

Product Number 5175
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Cuts hair wet or dry/Lightweight clipper, for barbers and stylists of all 

expertise/Standard electromagnetic motor/Includes 6 Attachment 

combs, blade guard and cleaning accessories/8 ft. power cord

$40.99

Designer Clipper

Manufacturer Wahl

Product Number 4985

Excellent for heavy-duty cutting, tapering, fades and blends/Blades 

adjust to "zero overlap"/Durable metal housing/Equipped with the v9000 

motor that runs cooler and faster than a standard clipper, making it 

energy efficient/Includes 3 Attachment combs, blade guard and cleaning 

 accessories/8 ft. power cord

Accessories

#1995 Replacement Blade $10.99

$62.99

Wahl 5-Star Senior Clipper

Manufacturer Wahl

Product Number 5778

This Limited Edition clipper is like a 5 Star Senior but with a great looking 

Custom Top Cover/

Accessories

#1995 Replacement Blade $10.99

$69.99

Wahl Custom Senior Clipper Limited Edition

Manufacturer Wahl

Product Number 6649
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